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Vang, Duabchi L - DNR

From: Vang, Duabchi L - DNR
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 10:51 AM
To: 'Jason Powell'
Subject: RE: Arlene's Inn - second set of SSVS results - Willard, WI (03-10-196577)

Jason, 
 
Thank you for the update. I apologize, I thought I had given the file to our EPA to be scanned in. They are out of the 
office today, but will be back tomorrow. I’ll let you know when those reports get uploaded to BOTW. Thank you for your 
patience. 
 
We are committed to service excellence. 
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did. 
 
Duabchi (Dee) Vang 
Hydrogeologist 
Remediation and Redevelopment 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
Phone: (715)-839-3779 
duabchi.vang@wisconsin.gov 
 

dnr.wi.gov 
   

 
 
 

From: Jason Powell <jasonp@metcohq.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 10:38 AM 
To: Vang, Duabchi L - DNR <duabchi.vang@wisconsin.gov> 
Cc: Ron Anderson <rona@metcohq.com> 
Subject: Arlene's Inn - second set of SSVS results - Willard, WI (03-10-196577) 
 
Good morning Duabchi, attached are the data table, field notes, and laboratory report for the second SSVS event 
conducted on 1/8/2020. 
 
The results are similar to the 9/24/19 sampling event, but the elevated levels of Hexanes and Pentanes remain but were 
at much lower levels with the dilution factor being almost half of what it was in the first sampling event. 
 
At this point we are planning to prepare the Closure Request.  However, back on 11/6/19 you had noted that the 
hardcopy of the file for Arlene’s Inn would be scanned in within the next couple of days and as of today it appears that 
the reports including SIR, RAOR, and other update/status reports have not been uploaded.  We will need these uploaded 
or we will have to get a cost estimate from the copy shop to copy the entire file and submit the estimate for PECFA 
approval. 
 
Any questions let me know. 
Thanks, 
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Jason Powell 
METCO - Staff Scientist 
jasonp@metcohq.com / 608.781.8879 
709 Gillette Street - Suite 3, La Crosse  WI 54603 
www.metcohq.com 
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